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ENJOY THE END OF THE YEAR AND
THE FESTIVE SEASON WITH A SPECIAL SELECTION OF
WINES & SPIRITS
STEPS TO FOLLOW:
1. Go to drinkdivino.com (https://www.drinkdivino.com/tags/BCI/)
2. Search for your favorite wines and spirits offers in this book
3. Add to basket
4. Enter your special discount code :

20% OFF WINES / BCIWINECHRISTMAS
15% OFF SPIRITS (Discount is automatically applied when you
add the SPIRITS selection to cart - No coupon code needed)
5. Check-out
Offer valid until January 3rd, 2021

Proposed by BCI - Wines & Spirits US importer & Member of the FrenchAmerican Chamber of Commerce

“In August 1944, a convoy of US soldiers liberated A small village in Brittany, France. The first
jeep stopped to pick up a seven year old boy greatly impacted by the war. The US soldier gave
him a piece of gum and chocolate. The boy’s eyes lit up and he smiled. From that moment, an
eternal gratitute for the United States of America was born. That boy is my father, Joel Bonneté.
Libération de Paris is the symbol of the gratitute of Bonneté family, the French people and
France have for the USA. These wines come from France’s Best known terroirs and are made
with caring savoir-faire.” -Jean-Francois Bonneté, Co-owner.
20% OFF

											
		PRODUCT				
PRICE

CHRISTMAS
DISCOUNT

Libération de Paris Chardonnay			 $12.10			$9.68
Hints of apricot and white flowers
with a vanilla and buttery finish.

Libération de Paris Cabernet Sauvignon		
Juicy black cherry and subtle pepper spice
finishing with truffle notes.

$12.10			

$9.68

Libération de Paris Pinot Noir				$12.09			$9.68
Hints of raspberry and cherry mixed
with spice aromas.

Free ground shipping on orders over $99 (pre-tax) in Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn, and orders
over $199 (pre-tax) elsewhere in New York State.

Jean-François Bonneté, a French American bi national, grew up in the Bordeaux wine region
of France, where he developed a passion for French wines and fine spirits. He then dedicated
the next twenty-five years of his life and career to learning and educating professionals and
consumers in the United States about this ancestral “savoir faire” of France. They are the owners,
with his wife Nathalie, of Château Bonneté (established on the famous Gunz Gravel terrace close
to Saint-Emilion).
20% OFF
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Bonneté French Cabernet Sauvignon		

$15.84			

$12.67

Bonneté French Sauvignon Blanc			

$15.84			

$12.67

A dark, deep and fruity wine with exceptional
power. The blackcurrant combined with the red
fruit testify to the origin of the best plots of
Cabernet Sauvignon in our region. The mouth
is full, long and precise
To the nose, fresh aromas of white flowers and
exotic fruits are remarkable on this wine. The
sauvignon blanc is bringing freshness and Bonneté
complexity.
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freshand
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dark,
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Blend
Sauvignon Blanc

Food & Wine Pairing
Aperitif, seafood, fish

Blend
Cabernet Sauvignon,

Food & Wine Pairing
Red or white meat,
cheeses

Free ground shipping on orders over $99 (pre-tax) in Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn, and orders
over $199 (pre-tax) elsewhere in New York State.

Since the 17th century, the earls of Bounazel have owned the castle of Malle at the heart of
Bordeaux region. Keeping the ancestral tradition of wine making in a beautiful estate of 50
hectars across the two prestigious terroir, Sauterne and Graves, the Bournazel family has put a
special emphasis on wine- making with the smart use of modern technology and respect of the
environment. In 1999, the Earls of Bournazel purchased the estate of Pessan, a century old, 12
hectars domain in the terroir of Graves.
20% OFF
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Chateau Pessan French Bordeaux
Red Graves 2015						$37.13			$29.70
100% merlot with caramelized and
spicy black fruit aromas.

M de Malle French Bordeaux
White Graves 2015					$37.13			$29.70
A delicate development of aromas
of exotic fruit and light spices.

Château de Malle Sauterne
Grand Cru Classé 2011					$92.81			$74.25
A fruity aroma, very pure with
floral notes for finish.

Free ground shipping on orders over $99 (pre-tax) in Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn, and orders
over $199 (pre-tax) elsewhere in New York State.

The Grand Cru village of Avize nestles between rolling hills of vines in the Côte des Blancs,
Champagne. The chalky soil in the area produces the beautifully mineral Chardonnay in the
Grands Vins de Champagne. Each tiny parcelle of land produces different grapes. With 30 years
of Champagne expertise, the team is rooted in the region. That’s why they’re proud to call Avize
their home.
20% OFF
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Champagne Frerejean Freres Brut			

$57.75			

$46.20

Champagne Frerejean Freres
Blanc De Blancs						

$98.98			

$79.19

blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir aged for a
minimum of five years, producing an elegant
Champagne that embodies the richness of the
Frerejean Frères terroir.

crafted exclusively from Premier Cru and Grand
Cru Chardonnay grown in the Côte des Blancs.

Free ground shipping on orders over $99 (pre-tax) in Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn, and orders
over $199 (pre-tax) elsewhere in New York State.

Domaine du Coquerel, is a family distillery founded in 1937 which produces Calvados, aged apple
brandy, from Normandy, a Northwest region of France. The apple juice is left to ferment naturally
over several months gradually developing into cider. It is only after this fermentation process that
this cider can be distilled to produce “eau de vie de cidre” (apple brandy).
15% OFF
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Coquerel Calvados Fine					
$30.10			
Fruity and vanilla aromas and powerful,
fresh and exceptional length in taste.

Normindia Distilled Gin					

Incredible botanicals with the perfect balance
between spiciness, sweetness and smoothness.

$32.20			

CHRISTMAS
DISCOUNT
$25.59

$27.37

Free ground shipping on orders over $99 (pre-tax) in Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn, and orders
over $199 (pre-tax) elsewhere in New York State.

Gabriel Boudier is a century old distiller of creams of fruits and liqueurs. This house, named
after its founder back in 1874, is celebrated worldwide for its exceptional products and savoirfaire. Their unparalleled distillation techniques brought to the world of mixology an impressive
collection of liqueurs. Fruits’ maceration is not the only secret recipe Gabriel Boudier possessed.
A gin formula, dating back to the time Pondichery and Chandernagor were French colonies,
was part of the founder’s archives.
15% OFF
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Gabriel Boudier Peach 					$18.90			$16.07
Crème de Pèches is obtained by macerating
selected white peach varieties, including
vine peach.

Gabriel Boudier Cassis 				$18.90			$16.07
The blackcurrant infusion is obtained by
macerating blackcurrants in alcohol without
preservatives or coloring agents.

Gabriel Boudier Raspberry				$18.90			$16.07
Obtained by macerating selected raspberry
varieties from Scotland and Burgundy.

Pamplemousse Rose					$32.90			$27.97
100% natural with intense zesty and floral
aromas of grapefruit.

Gabriel Boudier Saffron Gin				$39.20			$33.32
Saffron Gin is the Gabriel Boudier London
Dry Gin original recipe since 1945
elaborated from natural beets and fresh
botanicals then infused with Saffron.

Free ground shipping on orders over $99 (pre-tax) in
Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn, and orders over $199
(pre-tax) elsewhere in New York State.

Trois Rivières is in the heart of the French-Caribbean island of Martinique, renowned amongst
spirit connoisseurs for producing the best Agricole rums in the world. This legendary distiller,
dating back to the 19th century, produces “Plantation Rum” thanks to a careful selection of
the best sugar cane, an exceptional fermentation due to special chosen yeast and a unique
distillation. Trois Rivières masters the art of maturing.
15% OFF
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Cuvee De L’Ocean					$35.00			$29.75
Taste is robust, rich, dense and
amazingly mineral.

Cuvee Du Moulin 					$51.80			$44.03
Primary flavors of sugar extend into notions
of spice and white pepper.

Reserve Speciale						$61.60			$52.36
Elected best Rum and Spirit in the
world in 2018.

Rhum Ambré						$37.80			$32.13
Rich aroma of warm sugar and dried flowers,
a mellow, honey-like palate with subtle notes
of caramel.

Free ground shipping on orders over $99 (pre-tax) in Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn, and orders
over $199 (pre-tax) elsewhere in New York State.

New Grove is a family owned and operated rum producer in Mauritius (east of South Africa and
Madagascar) since 1838. The award winning New Grove Rums are testimonials to Mauritius’s
300 year long standing history in the art of rum-making. They showcase the rich heritage and
excellence of the island’s rum- making tradition.
15% OFF
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New Grove 5 Year Rum
				 $43.40			$36.89
Its remarkable finesse drives you through a
great mouth full of freshness and punctuated
by exotic yellow fruit and minty palate.

Free ground shipping on orders over $99 (pre-tax) in Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn, and orders
over $199 (pre-tax) elsewhere in New York State.

Boomsma is an independent family-owned distillery which produces award-winning artisanal
Dutch Genevers (gin’s forerunner) as well as Bitters since its foundation in 1883. The company, run
today by the fifth generation, crafts a wide range of spirits while keeping the family tradition and
centuries’ old recipes alive through their flagship Friesland spirits.
15% OFF
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Boomsma Jonge Genever				
$21.00			
A light, crisp and elegant Geneva with a subtle
flavor of juniper berries and a hint of citrus.

Boomsma Cloosterbitter				
Cloosterbitter, surprising green fresh herbal
bitter with notes of mint, clover leaf and anise.

$25.20			

CHRISTMAS
DISCOUNT
$17.85

$21.42
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